TORAH
PRACTICE
Torah or the blueprint of the universe and the entire
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creation was created by G-d at the instant of creation. Torah
just like the souls of man/woman - the
Souls of Jews and non Jews - is spirituals. It represents ideas.
However when man/woman practice the Torah they convert
the spiritual ideas of Torah to concrete corporal form.
Man/woman breath in corporeallfe to the spiritual component
of Torah. Thus one who teaches another person Torah is
considered to give birth to that individual. One who writes
books of Torah philosophy or any subject that he/she increase
knowledge or puts anew face a new interpretation in existing
knowledge that benefits is converting the spiritual component
of Torah to a corporal entity. He lends the corporal component
to the spiritual "soul" of Torah. He /she has given birth to a
new concept. This new concept is akin to clothes that dress a
person. So ,too, he gives corporal life- gives birth -to a new
corporal concept that makes the spiritual ideas intelligent for
corporeal man /woman. Thus one who has no biological
children is considered the parent of one whom he teaches
Torah-any knowledge. Thus such Torah that he/she creates
lives to eternity both in this world and in the spiritual world
the next world paradise Olem Habo.

However, one who fails in their mission in this corpreal
world suffers Gehanim Hell by virtue of living in an
environment that all people who did accomplish their mission
have great spiritual rewards ;while he/she merits nothing. In
the next world that is called Olem Hoemet -the world of truth,
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one is free from all the distortions and falsehoods . Thus one
who has not accomplished hislher mission in the corporeal
world suffers hell when their soul arrives in the other world.
According to the Zohar G-D IN His sole essence can Will it
that the soul of an individual who has not accomplished
hislher mission should come back for another try in an other
body and be born again. The Babylonian and Jerusalem
Talmud are silent regarding reincarnation. The Hindus believe
in this phenomena. All non pure monotheistic religions
believe in incarnation of G-d himself in the body of a mortal.
born from a mortal virgin.

Aristotle believed in the eternity of the universe.
According to Aristotle the ideas of creation always existed
with G-d formed an integral part of the Essence of G-d .
Therefore the universe is an alter ego of G-d. Spinoza went a
step further a nd stated that all matter in the universe living
and non living are an alter ego of G-d. -Pantheism. Judaismas
well as all revealed religions Islam Christianity Hinduasim
Zoroastrianism Budhisim consider such a belief as heresy.
We believe that G-d' s ideas to create remain as
G-d's ideas. That does not automatically confer Divinity or
the power of Divinity to the subject the object being created.
To state that the universe is eternal just as G-d is eternal and
was never created ex nihlo- something from nothing -confuses
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the created with the creator. G-d had an idea to create. Since
G-d always existed exists and will exist - there is no present
past and future regarding G-d .G-d's ideas always existed
exist and will exist in our future. However His Ideas that
always existed were to create. Thus G-d's ideas explicitly talk
about -mention- creation. Would all matter always existed
even in potential form G-d would not discuss creating.
Aristotle blurs and confuses the created substance with the
Essence of G-d- who does the creation. Would these
substances always existed there would be no need by G-d to
have Ideas to have these substances created.
Further more
how does Aristotle or any others who follow his theories
know what happened? Were they there? There exists no way
to know other than through revelation by G-d himself. And Gd did reveal at Mount Sinai in the presence of millions of Jews
and non Jews that G-d created the universe. Such a message
appears in the Ten Commandments in the Bible Exodus
20:11 ,20;1 ,9,10,11 And Deuteronomy 5:6,13,14,15 ..
Such is the belief of all believers in revealed religion. Only
atheists and skeptics at most can believe differently. However
their beliefs are an other religion an other faith. There exists
no scientific proof to state otherwise.

conflict of Providence of G-d and
men/women free will
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G-O helps peiople who help themselves. Unless man Iwoman
also are pal1ners G-d will not help. Only when man applies
themselves will G-O help.

G-d does inject himself into the lives of men when their actions
threaten the path He has selected for the world to follow. Yes, free
will exists. But to a degree. When one's action threaten the welfare
and design and plans of the Almighty G-d plants false notions into
the guilty person. He makes stupid decisions that ensure and hasr\ten
his defeat and downfall.
EXAMPLES Hitler' s decision to attack Russia before defeating
Great Britain. Hitler's decision to throw out all Jewish scientists who
went to Allies and helped the Allies develop the Atom and hhydrgen
and neutron bomb. Miracles do happen prayers are answered.

See Proverbs chapter 19:20 "Rabos machshovs belev
ish vatzas hashem sokum many desinns and plots are in the hr arts of
man but the Will of G-d will prevail"

Psalms 33:9, "Hu omar vayehi hu tzivo vayamofHe G-d ordered
and it became He G-d commanded and it was established"
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Psalms 33:10" hashem hafir atzas goyim hani machshovos amim G-d
annuls the counsel of nations G-d destroys the plotting of many
people"
Psalms 33:11 "Atzas Hashem leolom tamod machshovos libo ledor
vedor The consel of G-d will remain to eternity the thinking the Will
of G-d will will endure from one generation to the next to infinity"

Isaiah 8: 10" Utzo aizo vesufor dabru dovor velo yokum ki imonu
kail [People] will make decisions and counsel and suck decisions and
counsel will amount to nothing will never materialize they will hold
conferences and talk and reach decisions but such talk and decisions
will never materialize because G-dis with us."
The United Nations the Security Council will pass resolutions
recognizing a Palestinian State to displace Israel ;but such resolutions
will not be worth the paper it is written. Nothing will happen. G-d
will plant into the hearts of the Arabs that they will not recognize a
Jewish State for the Jewish people. Hamas and Fatah will vow to
liberate Jerusalem Tel Aviv and Haifa and all of modern Israel. The
Arab mentality of no compromise and demand of all or nothing will
prevail. It is this hunger for conquest of the attitude ''you will die
even if I will die in the process" practiced by all Jewish enemies from
day one to the present that has been the greatest blessing for the Jew
and saved the Jew from self destruction. Then the Jew realizes that
there exists no other choice than to fight. The Jew fights and wins.Gd only helps those who help themselves. There are no rights for the
Palestinians. Palestinians first camt to Israel no more than 100 years
ago when
Jews first arrived then Syrians Egyptians Lebanese
Saudis immigrated to Isreal to take advantage of the new
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oppOltunities presented by the Jews. We are not going to agree to
create a non existant nation the Palestinians and surrender the verty
life blood of our existence all of historical Israel. If Jews do not have
a right to historical Israel YEHUDAH SHOMRON GAZA GOLAN
AND JERUSAEM THEY HAVE NO RIGHT TO ANY PART THE
NEW ISRAEL. IT IS BETTER TO BE IN AN ARMED STATE TO
INFINITY AND BE ISOLA TED FROM THE WHOLE WORLD
THAN TO DIE. THE JEW WITH OUT A COUNTRY HAS DIED
AND WILL DIE. SINCE 1860TO 2011 THERE HAVE BEEN NO
MORE THAN 22000 KILLED BY THE ARABS IN ALL THE
WARS AND TERRORIST RAIDS. EVEN ONE JEW KILLED IS
TOO MUCH. HOWEVER, HOW DOES THIS FIGURE
COMPARE TO THE SIX MILLION JEWS AND HALF A
MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN KILLED BY THE NAZIS WITH
THE COMPLETE COOPERATION OF THE EUROPEANS AND
THE REST OF THE WORLD.

WHY THERE HAS BEEN EVEN ONE INNOCENT JEW
OR NON JEW KILLED IS THE 64000 QUESTION ASKED BY
ALL PHILOSOPHERS JEWISH AND NON JEWISH. WHY DO
THE WICKED PROSPER AND THE PIOUS WHO DO THE WILL
OF G-D FAIL EXPERIENCE PAIN DISEASE POVERTY AND
DEATH?

THIS QUESTION WAS FIRST POSED BY MOSE S WHEN HE
WAS 40 DAYS AND 40 N\NIGHTS AT MT. SINAI 3500 Y EARS
AGO. THE BOOK OF JOB PRESENTS THIS QUESTION.
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ACCORDING TO ONE OPINION OF THE TALMUD-F AV oRED
BY MAIMONIDES IN THE GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED- JOB
IS A FICTION. JOB NEVER EXISTED.
Job represents an attempt to discuss this mystery. G-d represents
justice and mercy. If there exists Providence how come Job who was
G-d fearing and did the will of G-d suffer poverty have his wife and
children die and then suffer illness and unbearable pain?

The answer that G-d gave to Moses and to Job was that G-D has
to account for various independent forces G-d created. G-d created
man and endowed him withy free will. Man can misuse his free will
and kill other humans. Since G-d grants man free will the aggressor
the murderer can kill the victim. However the victim or his family or
group or nation may be partly responsible for not taking protective
action to prevent the murderer from committing his crime, When
such defensive action is not taken or the family group or nation is
power less to prevent such crime against the member or members or
the whole group then G-d may confound and plant ideas and
strategies in the mind of the leader and opinion makers that result in
the defeat and downfall of the criminals. This has been the Jewish
experience. Pharaoh in Egypt at the time of the exodus Haman in
the story of Purim when G-d intervened and Hitler in the World War
ll.and the Palestinians today. All of these men overplayed their hands
and adopted extreme positions of all or nothing.
In the end they got nothing and they were killed and the Jews were
rescued. Some times it takes thousands of years before G-d rescues
the Jews. The Prophets 2500-3000 years ago stated that the Jews
would be exiled and then would be returned and be resurrected in the
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newborn state of Israel 2500 to 3000 years later in 1948 such
prophesy became a fact. This is what G-d showed Moses and JOB.
On the individual level one who experiences misfortune poverty
illness divorce death of one's children and or wife or death of the
individual , G-d may compensate him Iher in their lifetime that the
person may regain his fortune or make a fortune remarry and have
other children . Or else the individual may come back through
reincarnation and have a new life in a new body. Or else, will be
compensated in Olem Habo-in the other world.
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Maimonides in the Guide to the Perplexed in book 3 chapter 17
describes four schools of thought regarding Providence.

Epiqurians or atheists deny the existence of G-d.
If g-d does not exists there is no Providence. According to these
atheists the universe occurred as a freak accident. No one in the
world will agree that these lines I am typing happened by a freak
accident. However the world today is willing to accept this humbug
this nonsense that even a child can sense is nonsense. They will
accept any nonsense that emancipates them from an accounting to a
higher Being. That obligates man to live a life of Divine obedience
and be subject to G-d's law of morality and ethics. Freud was a big
hit because he liberated man Iwoman from the constraints of
Puritinism.
So, too this humbug that the universe was created from a big bang
and everything fell into place with out a Divine design.

Aristotle proposed that there exists a first cause -G-d. However
once G-d created all the laws of science physics chemistry biology
mathematics psychology medicine philosophy metaphysics G-d
moved aside and relinquished His authority to the forces He created.
G-d only intervenes when a species is threatened with extinction.
Aristotle also theorized -of the eternity of the universe- that the
universe is the alter ago of G-d. G-D always knew that He would
create the universe. The idea of G-d of creating the universe ipso
facto caused the event to be. G-d' s idea is the same as an
accomplished fact. Since G-d always had such an adea the universe
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like wise always existed .

Aristotle blurs the created with the Creator. G-d ' s ideas
always exist existed and will exist. G-d is beyond time and space.
That however does not mean that the object the substance that G-D
has in mind to create share the same power Divinity and eternity as
G-d.

According to Aristotle there clad rules of science that govern
all the universe as well as G-d. G-d has no choice but must be bound
by these laws. There exists no exceptions. Otherwise there would
exists a defect in G-d, since all creation is the alter ego of G-d .. there
exists no such phenomena as miracles and prayer is futile. Every
thing is destined. There is no such thing as free will.

The survival of the fittest is the fundamental rule of the universe.
To the the powerful go all the spoils. There is no room for mercy or
compassion . Only power cunning wealth lust is the ideal for survival.
There is no room for an after life. Man Iwoman live once in th is
world at the expense of all who are weaker. Like the Epiqurians
there exists no accounting to a higher Power. G-d took a vacation
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once He created the universe. Or else G-d Himself is subject to the
laws of science. G-d Himself is the laws of science.

Another school of thought claims that G-d exists G-d guides the
universe and the Providence of G-d extends for all men Iwomen
animals fish birds trees vegetables flowers inanimate beings. If an ant
is crushed by a falling branch or is stepped upon by an animal or
rodent it is the Providence of G-d that willed it so. Furthermore, this
school believes in reincarnation not only of humans but also of
humans to animals birds fiosh and vice versa. Also the gods
reincranate into humans are born from a human mother and the gods.
Aslso the gods can incarnate into animals rodents snakes. The Hindus
and ancient Egyptians believed in such a philosophy and religion.
Maimonides proposes that the Providence of G-d applies only for
humans not for animals fish birds trees flowers and inanimate beings,
For this class of beings G-D is only concerned that the species do not
become extinct.

It is my observation that the Providence of G-d operated\s only
with the partnership of man. If man/woman does not do their share
G-d will not provide. G-d helps yhose who help themselves. Prayer
may help not always. G-d has His own accounting. G-d may let many
humans die before creating a miracle and planting in the minds of
man to rescue r a group of his children The holocaust happened six
million Jews and half a million children were killed before the State
of Israel was reborn in 1948. Why? That is a divine mystery. The Jew
and righteous non Jew must accept that we do not know all the
answers. We must be G-d in order to know all the answers.
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IF THE WORLD PUSHES THE JEW AND TRIES TO
ENFORCE ITS CONSPIRACY TO CREATE A PALESTINIAN
STATE TO STEAL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN GAZA AND
HISTORICAL JERUSALEM THE ANTI SEMITES OF THE
WORLD WILL CEASE TO EXIST. SUCH IS THE RULING OF
G-D. What happened in Oslo Norway in July 2011 will happen to all
the Anti Semites of the world.

Conflicts of Guide to the perplexed
with traditional jewish thinking.
CONFLICTS EXIST ONLY FOR THE UNLEARNED.
MAIMONIDES PLEADS WITH HIS READERS OF THE
GUIDE TO READ ALL HIS WRITINGS, IT IS NIT
SUFFICIENT TO READ ONLY THE GUIDE TO THE
PERPLEXED. ONE MUST READ ALL THE WRITINGS OF
maimionides. Otherwise one can not understand the Guide. It is
the same as a blind man touching an elephant when he never
knew any thing about elephants. When he touches the trunk he
thins it is a snake. When he touches its feet he thinks they are
trunks of trees. When he touches its belly he thinks it is a tank of
water. The same is true when one reads the Guide with out first
mastering all the writings in the Mishna Torah of the Rambam Maimonides .. Maimonides often quotes what he wrote in the
Mishnah Torah in the Guide to the Perpled . But unless one has
mastered all of the Mishneh Torah one will read into the Guide
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his/her own distorted ideas about Judaism. This is not what
Rambam meant. Then one will discover contradictions between
the Guide and traditional Judaism There are no contradict ions. I
have studied both.
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Every person must believe in himself.lherself. If they are
rejected by their girl friend boy friend wife or husband they
should not become despondent. Never Never stop paying
alimony and especially child support. Other wise you will not
be able to renew your license and will commit suicide as far as
your professional career. If your spouse refuses to let you
have visitation rights take them to court. Never resort to your
own tactics. Do not use force. Do everything legally.Each man
woman must believe beshvili nivro hoolom. For my sake G-d
created the entire universe. Talmud Bavali Sanehdm 37 a.
There exists something unique about each individual no two
individuals are the same are alike. All are different. G-d needs
everyone. All the Torah and all man made laws must be
abrogated to save the life of every individual human in this
world.

Remember there exists no Jewish law or impediment
regarding pigs or their allies. You can use all means providing
they are legal in civil court to enforce your rights. Legally
break the neck of all who infringe on your rights. The only
language a pig understands is the legal stick Use it break their
necks.
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If your spouse rejects you if the family of your spouse
rejects you, thank them. They do not deserve you." Nezem
Zohov Beaf kain isha yafa vesoras toam Proverbs 11 :22 Just
like a pig can not appreciated jewelry and will drag it in the
gutter "so too a beautiful woman who lacks toam - common
sense and a value system who places her parents and family
ahead of her husband ". Thank them for freeing you and
enabling you to meet other women/men -real humans who will
appreciate you. However if you do not believe in yourself you
will grow despondent and lose your mind and kill your spouse
and her family for rejecting you. Then you will become
attached to these pigs for the rest of your life if you are given
life in prison -instead of execution- for murdering these pigs.
And for what are you serving a life sentence for murdering
pigs ? Your spouse who rejected you is like wise a pig.
Otherwise shelhe would not have listened to herlhis family
to reject you. Thank G-d every day that the pigs left you and
freed you to live a normal life. There exists no tenure to abuse.
WHEN A SPOUSE ON HER/HIS OWN ABUSES YOU OR
WITH THE INCITEMENT OF THEIR FAMILY SEND
THEM TO HELL. GET OUT SPIT IN THEIR FACE. LET
THEM CHOKE ON THEIR CHILD OR FAMIL Y MEMBER
WHO IS YOUR SPOUSE. THANK THEM FOR
BREAKING UP THIS ABNORMAL RELATIONSHIP. Go
out meet some one else who appreciates you and begin living
normally. Love and be faithful to a human who has a human
family not to a pig who comes from pigs.
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There exists however a fly in the ointment -in this
analysis. The spouse's father mother brother sister aunt uncle
of the spouse who leaves you, like wise, believe think that
you are the pig and do not deserve them.

The answer is fine . That is the reason divorce and
annulments have been created by G-d to enable humans to
correct mistakes that they now believe they entered into a
marriage that they now believe was an error. They do not want
to live the rest of their lives with such a person, no matter
how well intentioned the marriage appeared at the time.

However, they are blindly negating the rights of the child
or children born and the rights of the spouse they are
abandoning. They are forcing the husband to be saddled with
child support for the next 18-24 years and possible alimony
depending on the length of the marriage and the laws of the
jurisdiction where the couple reside.
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